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The car crash

It all started one Adjective day when me and person one last name person one last name were

driving and she commented on my Adjective Noun Noun but in doing so she did not

look at the road! i felt sorry for the other people in the back of person one first name car. in the back sat

person two first name perso two last name , person three first name person three last name and a sad

looking person four first name person four last name who was Verb - Past Participle in the back of the

car looking very Adjective . robin walker died tragically as when naomi walker got distracted by my

Verb - Past Participle Preposition or subordinating conjunction case she crashed into a mini bus full of students

being driven by charles eliot, anyway robin walker was flung forward into the gear stick and it pierced his spine.

everybody else was alright except ellie jones had to get 8 brain surgeries and this changed her perception on

reality and then david cross gained a fear of charles eliot and a mini bus full of students. me and naomi had only

damage to our bank accounts though as we had to pay off the bill to fix charles eliot's apple which tragically

broke during the whole incident. i carried on my life though as i myself have changed and am now everyones

favourite survivor.
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